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SSLC MODEL EXAMINATION 2020-21

SOCIAL SCIENCE

STD X MAX. MARKS : 80
TIME : 21/

2
Hrs

General Instruction
1. The first twenty minutes is allotted to cool off time.
2. You are not allowed to write during the cool off time.
3. Your are allowed to answer any questions irrespective of the section.
4. Read the Instructions and Questions carefully.
5. While you are writing the answers make sure the score and time.
6. From Questions  1 to 42 maximum score is 80 marks.

Questions from  a to l  -  score 1 marks  12x1 = 12

a) “No Taxation without representation” the slogan related to which revoluation ?
(Russian revoluation, American war of independance, Latin American Revolution)

b) The workers organizaions formed in Russia is called ?
( Read army, Soviet, Brown Shirts)

c) The first national struggle by the Indian National Congress under the leadership of
Mahatmagandhi ?
(Quit India Movment, Non-co-operation Movement, Chambaran Satyagraha)

d) Who was the founder of Indian National Army ?
(Subhash Chandra Bose, Rash Bihari Bose, Mothilal Nehru)

e) Who was the chairman of the state re-organising committee ?
(Dr. Rajendraprasad, Fazal Ali, Potti sriramalu)

f) Which longitude is considered as the standard meridian of India ?
(680E, 821/

2
0E, 821/

2
0W)

g) Longest day experienced in Southern Hemispere ?
(June 21, December 22, March 21)

h) Which is the mission that function to make available Quality health services to all in
rural sector ?
(NRHM, NUHM, ICDS)

i) Which physiographical division is known as ‘Mineral house’ of India ?
(Northern Mountain Region, Northern Plains, Peninsular Plateau)

j) Which of the following is not a Tributary of River Indus ?
(Jhelum, Kosi, Satlaj)

k) Mount K2 (Godwin Austin) is located in which Mountain range ?
(Ladakh, Karakoram, Zaskar)

l) The longest Peninsular River in India ?
(Godavari, Narmada, Krishna)
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Questions from 2 to 25 - score 3

2. What are the reasons for the different seasons ?
3. What are the duration of the day and night in the South polar regions, when the sun is

respectively over the Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere ?
4. Greenwhich time is 1 PM, what is the time following longitudes ?

(600 E, 450 W, 1050E)
5. What are the different levels of human resource development ?
6. What are the problems still exist in the education sector of India which

need to be solved ?
7. What are the significance of the Northern Mountains ?
8. Most of the Peninsular rivers enters the plains by forming waterfall. Why is it so ?
9. Anamudi is the highest  peak in Peninsular Plateau. What are the other mountain ranges

in peninsular plateau ?
10. Identify the relationship between A sections given below and fill in the ‘B’ section.

  A
1. First Estate- Clergy
2. Lous XVI - France
3. Duma - Russia

B
1. Second Estate - ------------------
2. Nicholas II    - ------------------
3. State General - ------------------

11. Explain the influence of the French Revolution in the later history of the world ?

12. Why did Gandhiji choose salt as weapon in freedom struggle ?

13. What are the features of the Non-co-operation movement ?

14. What are the major features of Education policy implimented in India in 1986 ?

15. Which of the countries signed ‘Panchasheela Principle’ ? In which year ?

16. What are the achivements attained India in the field of Science and Technology after
Independance ?

17. Hierarchical organization is the one among  features of Bureaucracy ? What are the
other features of Bureaucracy ?

18. What are the factors influenced atmosphere pressure ?

19. What are the features of Fasicem in prevailed in Italy ?

20. Name the tax system implemented by Birtisher’s in South India. Write any two features
about it ?

21. Rajaram Mohan Roy was the pioneer amoung the social reformers who strived for the
modernisation of Indian Society. Justify this statement ?

22. Name an imaginary lines drawn connecting places having equal elevation from the sea
level ? What are the uses of it ?

23. What are the Non-tax revanue of the Government ?
24. What is meant by sattelite Remote Sensing ?

What are the two type of Artificial  Sattelites ?
25. What are the merits of Non-conventional source of energy ?






